Other Bell System products to meet your communication needs

The Portable Conference Telephone permits a group to confer with other individuals or groups. Its loudspeaker can easily be heard in conference room or classroom. Furnished with three microphones for group use and handy carrying case.

The Speakerphone Set lets you converse hands free. Meeting groups can hear, and be heard by, those at the other end of the line. For privacy, phone can be used in normal manner.
About the Spokesman® loudspeaker

The Spokesman telephone loudspeaker lets a small audience hear both sides of your telephone conversation — without affecting the normal operation of your telephone. The loudspeaker will broadcast the words you speak into your telephone's mouthpiece and the words you hear from the earpiece for others in the room to hear.

Procedures for using your telephone don’t change when the loudspeaker is connected. Just follow these few steps for the added convenience of group telephone listening plus regular telephoning:

**Placing the loudspeaker**
Place the loudspeaker so that when it's in normal use it's about three feet from the telephone's handset. If you turn the loudspeaker's volume up extremely high, you may need to move the speaker further from the handset to prevent the distant party from hearing a singing noise.

**To turn the set on**
Turn the combined on-off-volume control knob on the front of the loudspeaker to the right (clockwise). Your Spokesman loudspeaker will now amplify both your voice and the incoming voice on all calls you make or receive until you turn the set off.

**To adjust the volume**
Turn the control knob to the right (clockwise) to increase the volume, to the left (counterclockwise) to decrease the volume.

**To talk privately**
Turn the volume control knob to the left (counterclockwise) until it clicks softly into the off position.

**To care for your set**
Your Spokesman loudspeaker is ruggedly constructed — designed to give you many years of good service. To clean your set, use mild soap with a clean, damp (not wet) cloth. Don’t use detergents, treated cloths, harsh cleaning agents or sprays, as these items may harm the set. Don’t spill liquids on your set. And don’t jar or drop it.

The Spokesman loudspeaker is manufactured by Western Electric for the Bell System.